Tennis Match Results  
Wesleyan University vs Brandeis  
Apr 30, 2016 at Waltham, Mass.  
(Rieger Tennis Courts)

#8 Wesleyan University 7, #28 Brandeis 2

[Singles competition]
1. Eudice Chong (WESWT) def. Haley Cohen (BRWTEN) 6-4, 6-0
2. Victoria Yu (WESWT) def. Olivia Leavitt (BRWTEN) 6-2, 6-2
3. Helen Klass-Warch (WESWT) def. Keren Khromchenko (BRWTEN) 6-3, 6-3
4. Nicole McCann (WESWT) def. Sophia He (BRWTEN) 6-3, 6-2
5. Aashli Budhiraja (WESWT) def. Emily Eska (BRWTEN) 6-0, 6-2
6. Maya Vasser (BRWTEN) def. Ella Lindholm-Uzzi (WESWT) 6-1, 3-0, retired

[Doubles competition]
3. Emily Eska/Maya Vasser (BRWTEN) def. Maddie James/Nicole McCann (WESWT) 8-4

Match Notes:
Wesleyan University 10-4; National ranking #8; Regional ranking #5
Brandeis 10-10; National ranking #28; Regional ranking #9
T-3:30